UBX Cloud becomes first U.S. based CSP
to offer CMMC cloud enclaves
DETROIT, Mich., March 18, 2021 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — UBX Cloud is the first
U.S. based cloud services provider to offer Cybersecurity Maturity Model
Certification (CMMC) cloud enclaves.

The CMMC represents the Department of Defense’s continued effort to protect
Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) in the defense supply chain.
Building on the 110 controls set forth in NIST SP 800-171, the CMMC specifies
173 security practices across five maturity processes. Starting in fiscal
year 2021, the department will pilot the implementation of CMMC requirements
for Level 3 and below.
UBX Cloud now includes CMMC-compliant Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
cloud enclaves in their service offerings, as a way for suppliers and
contractors to fast-track themselves into CMMC compliance. UBX Cloud promises
full service at a flat rate and per user basis for an easy comprehensive
package.
“Our company and our team is always focused on the simplest approach and

solution to things, and in this case with our CMMC enclaves there is no
difference,” said Steve Panovski, UBX Cloud president. “UBX Cloud brings a
tremendous amount of value to simplify the path to compliance while providing
modern cloud solutions and simplifying IT complexity, or as just a bonus.”
UBX Cloud caters specifically to the IT MSPs and MSSPs market, as well as
corporate IT and Chief Technology Officers, taking the complexity out of the
CMMC process with flat rate assessment services and fast deployment. The allin white label packages include Cybersecurity services, CMMC consultancy, and
VMWare-powered cloud infrastructure to provide deeper discounts, and
eliminates the need for any heavy upfront investment.
About UBX Cloud
UBX Cloud is a Michigan-based cloud service provider with data centers in the
United States, South America and India. Our services include Managed IT-as-aService, Private/Hybrid Cloud, Disaster Recovery, Cloud Workspaces, Veeam
Cloud Backup, and a variety of custom IT consulting services. Our team of IT
Engineers helps organizations of all kinds maintain uptime and ensure
business continuity.
For more information, please visit us at https://www.ubxcloud.com or call
1-888-509-2568.
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